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I engaged with other Instagram
accounts on behalf of my biz
I engaged w/ hashtags related to
my industry & niche
I posted an Instagram reel
I posted an Instagram story
I responded to comments &
messages

I engaged w/ FB Biz Pages &
Groups on behalf of my biz
I posted an Facebook reel
I posted an Facebook story
I responded to comments &
messages

Promote the town, not just the house. Use your social
media channels to provide potential clients a richer
understanding of the markets you serve, letting them
know the pros and cons of each neighborhood.
Always be present on social media by regularly posting
stories. Instagram Stories gives you the freedom to
post a variety of content. You can literally post
anything you want, without having to worry about
ruining the “theme” or “aesthetic” of your Instagram
feed. Everything is content. Don't overthink it!
Creating Reels is a must for real estate agents,
especially considering that your audience favors
behind-the-scenes type content. More and more
clients say they want to work with an agent who does
video marketing, so it's getting harder and harder to 
 avoid it any longer. You can either learn to create and
post consistent vertical video, or you can fade into
irrelevance. The choice is yours. 
Lastly, having a social media presence helps you build
brand awareness and generate trust with your
audience. They may not be ready to make a purchase
yet or even reach out to begin a conversation, but if
they see you’re consistently active on your platforms,
or they come across one of your advertisements, they
may make a mental note of what you offer and come
back to you when they’re prepared to begin their
process. 
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Strategies to Help Strengthen 
Your Social Media Marketing  

ACTION PLAN
SOCIAL MEDIA

“Networking is not collecting contacts.
Networking is about planting relations.”

– MiSha

Mantra of The Week
Lengthy videos/Reels actually kill your ranking
(a.k.a the people that end up seeing your video). 
Stick to 15-30 seconds and give up the juiciest part
RIGHT AT THE BEGINNING to hook your audience
to keep watching.
They are brief enough for a short attention span
yet long enough to convey a complete idea.

DID YOU KNOW?

https://medium.com/clyde-group/gen-z-is-all-about-authenticity-59d863b0bdcf

